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THE TEN (LOST) TRIBES

Many references have been made in religious history about the Ten Lost Tribes.

The Ten Tribes never were lost. This is information disseminated by the two tribes that are lost to make it appear the opposite. The two lost tribes are scattered all over the Earth, along with descendants of three of the original ten tribes.

The ten tribes are part of the original creation of the species of man, that originally constituted twelve tribes. The twelve tribes were originally "given dominion of all things". So long as they conformed to the universal laws of creation they were privileged to retain this high estate.

The ego of two of the original twelve tribes led them to believe that they could supercede the infinite laws of the Universe and make their own laws. This is still being done today in every Nation, State, County and City on the Earth. These laws made by the few to control the many are a violation of Universal Law; because man was never given dominion over his fellow man.

When the two tribes were "cast down" they tried to make everyone believe that the other ten tribes were "lost".

The ten tribes in space are listed in Genesis, chapter 5. Observe that Adam is not referred to as an individual in Genesis 5:2. It specifically says that they were created as males and females. It also states in the plural that God "blessed them and called their name Adam".

The ten tribes that aren't lost are still living in space and on many other planets. They are Adam, Seth, Enos, Cainan, Mahalaleel, Jared, Enoch, Methuselah, Lamech and Noah.

Some of the tribe of Enoch came to the Earth for a while. They were largely responsible for building the Great Pyramid. They left Earth and went back home, or as the Bible says "Enoch walked with God; and he was not: (on the Earth anymore) for God took him". Genesis 5:24.
The "fallen angels", or Luciferians, sometimes called "the destroyers", are operating at full capacity on the Earth now. They know that some of the ten tribes are observing the actions on the Earth, since this present civilization now has arrived at the point where they can use the Vril rod (Laser Beam), Hellfire and Brimstone (Hydrogen Fusion) and other destructive devices that can cause untold suffering.

The fact that the Old Testament in the Bible is a record of events that occurred in a civilization before this present one, is not understood by most people.

The fact that the life span of the ten tribes listed in the Bible, and other records, was approximately 800 years cannot be comprehended by people who consider themselves lucky if they make it to seventy years of age before they die. The ten tribes lived by rejuvenating their bodies by a process similar to our research.

The ten tribes in space do not normally interfere with the Luciferians on Earth as long as they only conduct wars, worship money, and commit crimes against each other, but when they are capable of vaporizing a civilization, or disturbing the balance of a solar system occupied by some of the ten tribes - then they come to get a first hand analysis of the situation.

Noah, the last named of the ten tribes, caused to be landed on the Earth three of the ten tribes. These are listed as Noah's sons, Ham, Shem and Japheth.

The Ham people with black skins came from the tribe of Mahalaleel. They were landed in Africa.

The Shem people with white skins were from the tribe of Methuselah. They were landed in Atlantis; a continent broken off from Western Europe and now sunken beneath the Atlantic Ocean.

The Japheth people, with yellow skins, were landed on a continent called Pan on the Pacific Ocean. These people were from the tribe of Jared. Japan is the only remnant of that great continent today. Its name "Ja-pan" comes from Japheth and Pan. Ja comes from Japheth and pan comes from the mother continent of Pan, sometimes called Lemuria.
The yellow people, the black people, and the white people are all descendants of the original creations of the species of Man.

All other colors of people are descendants of crossbreeding between black and white, black and yellow, or yellow and white.

The universal law of "each seed after its own kind" is followed by the ten tribes and everything else in nature.

Hu-mans are the descendants of the tribe of Adam which crossbred with the "upright beautiful creatures" of the now extinct animal species called "Eve" in the Bible. All people who live on the Earth are called humans now because the ancient priesthood sought to hide the distinction between the race of man and the hu-man race.

Under the influence of the Luciferian forces, the descendants of the man - animal cross are now trying to assume complete authority over this planet and make all direct Man descendants, Black, Yellow, and White, subjects to their rules.

The descendants of Shem, in the last civilization on the Earth, left the symbol of this cross-breeding between animal and man by building the Sphinx in Egypt. The sphinx is called Hu, symbolizing the man and animal cross, producing the Human race. The sphinx is a female animal with a man's head on it.

The cross has been used since ancient times to symbolize this original sin of crossbreeding.

Jesus symbolized the burden of humanity by carrying the cross on his back and then being crucified on it.

The diagonal cross "X" has always symbolized danger, poison, or the wrong way. Today as in olden times we use it at railroad crossings; and "x" marks the spot where a body is found; the crossed diagonal bones with the skull on bottles of poison; and on the pirate's flag.

The upright cross has always symbolized the right way and has been used as a religious symbol for thousands of years.
The ten tribes of space intend to intervene through the use of their space ships if atomic and nuclear devices are used in an all-out war - to end it.

They would be forced to this action to defend their long range descendents on this planet.

This is Armageddon mentioned in the Bible. This war is not against the people of the Earth but against "Kings, powers, principalities, and armies", or the destructive elements on the Earth.

Those people who believe in their branch of religion, be it Buddhism, Shinto, Christianity, or any other religion, must accept "visitors from the skies", or discard their religion. The basic foundation of all Earth religions is based on laws and principles given to Earthlings by "people who descended out of the sky".

The ten tribes of space maintain their longevity by recharging their physical bodies like batteries. The "destroyers" on the Earth do not want people here to live longer, because then they would not put up with the conditions here that they now tolerate for their short lifespan.

Humans on Earth are constantly creating new laws to further restrict themselves.

Armored cars are designed to protect money - because here money is god. The money system owns and controls people through its power. You have to work to eat.

No animals, birds, or fish, or even insects have such a restricting, human-made god. The people of the ten tribes look down on this planet and wonder how long humans will endure this stupid system of self-restriction - when a heaven on Earth is possible.
CLOUD BY DAY – FIRE BY NIGHT

Back in the time of Moses, people didn't know what electricity was. Neither did they know what magnetism, or ionization, was.

They referred to natural electrical phenomena like lightning, as "divine fire".

If they saw a large cigar-shaped space ship in the sky they called it a "flying roll". If it ionized the atmosphere around it in the daylight, causing moisture to collect around the electrostatic field, they referred to it as "a cloud by day".

If the electro-static charge created a corona around the ship in the darkness they called it a "pillar of fire".

If someone in the ship surrounded by a cloud spoke to people on the ground, either through a photon beam activating by galvanic action, from the inner ear to the brain, or through a loudspeaker-amplifier system through the outer ear drum, the people of Moses' time called it "a voice from a cloud".

Clouds don't speak to people. Unless there is someone in the cloud with a device capable of speaking to people on the ground, a voice could not come from a cloud.

"And it came to pass, as Moses entered into the tabernacle, the cloudy pillar descended, and stood at the door of the tabernacle, and the Lord talked with Moses.

And all the people saw the cloudy pillar stand at the tabernacle door: and the people rose up and worshipped, every man in his tent door.

And the Lord spake unto Moses face to face, as a man speaketh unto his friend". Exodus 33:8 - 11.

This indicates the people saw a man who came from the cloudy pillar in broad daylight speaking to Moses.
I have heard several people in the present time criticise some of us "for making a religion out of the flying saucer incidents". Well, hurray! This only proves their ignorance. For one am not "making a religion" out of anything. I am only trying to explain in this time what caused the superstitious people of another time to record those events to the best of their knowledge - when they did not understand the faintest scientific thing about what caused a cloud, or a corona of "fire". I am only trying to explain phenomena that occurred then, in the present understanding of modern electrical science now. I am trying to prove scientifically that religion is a reality, instead of an intangible, superstitious myth.

I am not changing anything that religious books say. I am only explaining what caused the phenomena that was not understood by the people then. One does not have to have degrees, or robes, to be intelligent.

When the exodus of the people out of Egypt took place, according to the Biblical record in Exodus 13:21-22, this cloud by day, and pillar of fire by night, went before the people, leading them.

Whether the sea the followers of Moses crossed was the Red Sea, according to the Bible, or the Sea of Reeds, according to the modern interpretation of "experts", doesn't really matter. The thing that matters is that from the ship in the cloud "the Lord" parted the waters.

This takes some pretty advanced equipment, that our modern science cannot duplicate today, in order to part waters and hold them back.

The cloud was called the Shechinah by the Jews. According to other records not in the Bible, there was not one cloud and pillar of fire, but seven of them. In "The Baraita" (a book of the tabernacle), it states: "Then a cloud covered the tent of the congregation, and the glory of the Lord filled the Tabernacle. And that was one of the clouds of glory, which served the Israelites in the wilderness forty years. One on the right hand, and one on the left, and one before them, and one behind"
them. And one over them, and a cloud dwelling in their midst (and the cloud, the Shechinah which was in the tent), and the pillar of cloud which moved before them, making low before them the high places, and making high before them the low places, and killing serpents and scorpions, and burning thorns and briars, and guiding them in the straight way."

Now don't forget that a cloud filled the tent, which was the Tabernacle.

Our "Integratron" is a Tabernacle in this same respect. When our electro-static fields are generated, and the relative humidity of the air is high enough, the "Integratron" will also ionize a cloud in our midst.

It takes a pretty potent anti-gravity beam from a ship to level the way before the Israelites. And any high voltage electro-static field will kill serpents and scorpions, and burn thorns and briars.

The old records also show that the Tabernacle was subject to thought. This means that a "time field" was generated in it the same as we are going to do in the "Integratron".

The ancient writings on this states: "There is a legend to the effect that any who chanced to enter the Holy of Holies unclean were destroyed by a bolt of Divine fire from the mercy seat. If the High Priest had but one selfish thought, he would be struck dead. As no one knows when an unworthy thought may flash through his mind, precautions had to be taken in case the High Priest should be struck dead while in the presence of Jehovah. The other priests could not enter the sanctuary, therefore when their leader was about to go in and receive the commands of the Lord, they tied a chain around one of his feet so that if he were struck down while behind the veil they could drag his body out."

The Tabernacle Moses built was a portable one. The one we are building is a permanent one. This is prophesied in Isaiah 35:20, where it says: "Look upon Zion, the city of our solemnities: thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle that shall not be taken down; not one of the stakes
thereof shall ever be removed, neither shall any of the cords thereof be broken."

Read the thirty second to thirty fifth chapters of Isaiah.

Recall that in this article the ancient records spoke of a bolt of Divine fire from the Mercy seat, like a bolt of lightning, or a large electro-static discharge. It is evident that the ark referred to in the tabernacle was recorded in a time when static electricity was unknown and today is called an arc in electrical terminology.

The Tabernacle of Moses also had recording instruments to tell what was going on in its operation. In Exodus 25:9, when Moses was being informed how to make the tabernacle it says: "According to all that I shew thee, after the pattern of the tabernacle, and the pattern of all the instruments thereof, even so shall ye make it."

That the Tabernacle of Moses was an electro-static generator is evident if its construction is interpreted in the electrical terms of today.

In Exodus 40:38 it states: "For the cloud of the Lord was upon the tabernacle by day, and fire was on it by night, in the sight of all the house of Israel, throughout all their journeys."

Ionization of a cloud is the effect of an accumulated continuous electro-static charge. Fire at night is the corona given off from any body charged with a continuous flow of high frequency electricity.

We are building a permanent tabernacle, similar to the portable one Moses built in the last civilization on this Earth. We were given instructions on how to construct it in the same manner that Moses was instructed, by a man that came out of the sky, who may have also carried the title of Lord.

In spite of all of the opposition, we progress slowly, knowing our purpose.

Your cooperation is invited to help us help you.
ALL THINGS SHALL BE

Here all of us are, riding around on a ship in space we call the Earth. We aren't even inside of our space ship. We are stuck onto its surface by an invisible force called gravity. We breathe invisible gases we call air. This even runs out at about five miles up, so our ocean of air isn't much compared with the mass of the water oceans.

We create unseen electricity by cutting unseen magnetic lines of force. We use this unseen force for power and lighting purposes.

We worship an unseen God. We function through an unseen spirit.

Our planet orbits around the Sun and is rotated on its axis by unseen forces. Galaxies 100,000,000 light years in diameter rotate in space powered by an invisible principle. Energy in all of its original states cannot be seen.

Still people go around saying, "I won't believe something unless I can see it"!

In an eight inch known spectrum our vision covers about 1/8m of an inch. This is about 1/64m of the known frequencies, or from about 4000 to 7800 Angstroms on the Angstrom scale.

Our hearing is limited from about 20 to 16,000 cycles per second. This is a smaller fraction of the vibratory scale even than the visible limits. We don't see the vibrations we hear, either.

Our sense of touch doesn't function until we come in contact with something.

Our sense of smell also detects odors we can't see, or hear.

We get ptomain poisoning from food that our sense of taste cannot determine is poisonous to us.

Every one of our five physical senses has limits and are subject to failure within their small limits.
Surrounding us, and throughout our physical bodies unto infinity is a pure, unfailing sense of perfect, Universal Mind. Most people will not accept this Unseen Force either, or use It when they can, because It cannot be seen.

Mostly this Unseen, Perfect, Infinity of Perfect Intelligence is resting now, as It did in the seventh day of creation; waiting for people to use Its unlimited knowing.

People on the Earth are afraid of this potent, unseen force except as a first aid kit when they hurt, or are afraid they are going to die - then they pray for comfort and relief, expecting miracles to save them. They expect this force to respond in minutes after being ignored for years.

The law of reciprocation responds only to those who "give to get". See if your fire will burn without first supplying fuel for it. Show us anything that produces something without first putting something into it.

This Supreme Intelligence doesn't have degrees from a college. It doesn't care whether the government recognizes It or not.

It is stillness, resting, waiting for manifestation through individual creatures It has made.

You could take all the brains in the world and put them in one vessel and all you would have is a big pot of meat.

Brains are not intelligent. They are only receivers of thoughts and transmitters of motion. Thoughts are also unseen, unheard, untouched, untasted, and unsmelled.

Everything physically manifest on the Earth is the result of an unseen thought. Whether it be a chair, a bolt, or a skyscraper, it existed in the Unseen, Perfect, Intelligence before some engineer put it down on paper, and then it was made.

We do not believe that each development must be achieved through trial and error, and correction, in an endless chain of small improvements.
The principles of radio existed in Caesar's time. A steamship could have been made in Alexander's time. Everything we know about now, existed then in principle.

Using this Supreme Intelligence doesn't require degrees, or recognition by some authority. It only requires application and effort to use it. It knows everything about all principles that trial and error methods will not "discover" for a hundred years.

Why wait a hundred years to have something we can use now. The Bible states that death will be overcome. This means death of the physical body, as the spirit is already eternal.

People build machines to ride in. Machines to dig with. Machines to bring pictures into your living room. Untold numbers of machines to work principles that have always existed, and will work wherever they are applied.

Nikola Tesla, the greatest genius in history, stated after years of analysis of himself "that he was an automaton run by an external force".

If we all served as automatons of the Creator we would all create. Creators cannot destroy. By the same token destroyers cannot create.

Everyone should read the life story of Nikola Tesla. You can get it in your library, or book store. "The Prodigal Genius" by O'Neil.

We are building a machine fifty or a hundred years ahead of its time, by orthodox standards.

This machine for human salvation is based on a principle that has always existed in the infinity of Supreme Intellignece.

"Let George do it" is an old expression, but George is getting tired and George is also getting older.

The expression now should be "Help George do it".

The old saying goes that "you can't take it with you" but we believe "you can live to spend it".
THE INTEGRATRON AND TAX EXEMPTION

Progress on this four-story high machine can be seen by anyone driving by it.

An all-steel, shielded control room has been assembled outside of the range of the fields that the integratron will generate.

From this control room all functions of the machine will be operated. Instruments on a panel will record the activities and potentials of the fields.

The bearing supports for the electro-static spinners are finished.

A major jig is nearly finished. This jig will be used to make each of the 32 segments of the spinners identical.

Overhead, maintenance, and materials eat up our finances faster than they are now coming in.

It should be distinctly understood by anyone giving money to the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., for any purpose whatsoever, that there are no preferences, or returns of benefits to be expected by the givers.

We cannot be a non-profit corporation if any donor is expecting to profit from returns, of any nature, from their gifts.

We are still pursuing the legal trail in an effort to receive our Federal Tax Exemption.

If any of our readers wish to assist us now in the most important need of obtaining our Federal Tax Exempt Status address a note, or card, and return it to us in the envelope that is stapled into this issue of the "Proceedings".

If you state that you voluntarily gave money to the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., without expecting any future benefit in return for your gift of money, these notes will assist us greatly
to prove to the Bureau of Internal Revenue that you are not paying for some future benefit in advance.

The only thing now standing as a barrier to our Federal Tax Exemption seems to be "the reasonable assumption" on the part of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, that people giving us money are paying in advance for some future return benefit for their money.

We sincerely thank those people who have made gifts of equipment, materials, or money, for their gifts.

---

OPINIONS

Watch for the Cuban situation to develop into a hot conflict before the 1964 elections.

Watch for an effort by the administration to turn the United States over to the United Nations, as a World state of a One World Government.

Watch for a possible split in the Catholic Church similar to the one that occurred when Martin Luther walked out, as a result of the conjunctions of Feb., 1962, between the planets.


Watch for a critical stock market drop before the end of 1963.